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Prometeia | Who we are

A leading European company in financial consulting and 

economic research, serving more than 200 financial institutions 

in EMEA region

Company founded in 1974 and fully 

owned by private and independent 

shareholders

More than 400 experts distributed in 5 

regional offices: Bologna, Paris, 

Istanbul, Moscow, Beirut and Douala

Presence in more than 20 countries, 

with particular focus on Europe, Africa, 

Middle East, Russia & CIS
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Prometeia | What we do

We provide highly-specialized consulting and IT solutions, integrating 

analytical models, market and customer data, financial and economic 

scenarios

Risk & 

Performance 

Management

Models & 

Methodologies

Specialized

IT solutions

Consulting 

services

Data analysis 

services
Training

• ALM & Treasury Risk
Liquidity Risk & Financial Planning

Traded & Non-traded Market Risk

• Credit Risk
Credit Process Origination & Monitoring

Rating  Systems

Portfolio Management & Economic Capital

• Performance Management
Fund Transfer Pricing

Profitability Control

Planning & Forecasting

• Regulatory & Accounting
Pillar I, II, III

ICAAP and Risk Integration

IAS & IFRS compliance
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Prometeia | Focus on risk integration

Check-up for ICAAP readiness, master plan definition and

expert support  on program development

Risk factors modeling and calibrations 

Consistent integration with macro 

economic scenarios

Full P&L , balance 

sheet and financial 

statements simulations 

Budget and strategic planning 

integration on multi-periods 

horizon 

Earnings, NPV , losses and 

cash flows stochastic 

distributions 

RISK FACTORS
SCENARIOS

RISK  MAPPING AND 
PROCESS DESIGN

Macro and risk 

factors stress 

scenarios

Plausibility and 

severity assessment

Reverse stress 

testing

STRESS TESTING

ICAAP

BALANCE SHEET & 
P/L SIMULATION

MV of equity and EARs

RWA and capital 

regulatory ratios 

distributions

Business/products

risk contributions

KEY RISK 
INDICATORS

MACRO ECONOMIC 
SCENARIOS Identify relevant  

and consistent 

macro economic 

scenarios

Stochastic simulations

Risk
Integration

Capital budgeting process 

for integrated  risks

Models and data 

integration with  vertical 

risk applications

SOFTWARE 
SOLUTION

GSE/F application

Macro e risk factors stochastic 

scenarios generator

P&L and balance sheet 

integrated simulation

Models and simulations 

auditability
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ICAAP is firm’s internal assessment of capital that it considers adequate to cover

all material risks to which it is exposed under different scenarios – adequately

stressed

ICAAP objectives are

• to establish the Economic Capital required to cover all risk faced by the

bank, allowing it to operate in normal conditions and to survive to extreme

events.

• to ensure a firm has understand its risk profile, has policies, procedures,

methodologies and technology in place to assess, quantify and monitor

risks on an ongoing basis

ICAAP is driven by 4 main principles

1. Principle of proportionality

2. Forward looking

3. Ongoing exercise

4. Evolving nature

ICAAP | definition, objectives and principles
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• vertical risk measurement system are not homogeneous with respect to 

granularity of information, risk factors modeling methodology, holding periods 

and risk indicators

• ‘ad hoc’ adjustment to adapt the vertical systems (granularity, holding 

periods)

• bottom-up approach integrate risks through a  “aggregation” function

• how do we calibrate this metrics? few historical data….

• it’s hard to communicate results in terms of ‘bottom line’ impacts

• stress scenarios generation

• likelihood is almost always judgmental and severity is actually judged

more on the factors scenarios than on the actual impact on bank’s

economics

• poor or no reverse stress testing is performed

ICAAP | Methodological issues …
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• organizational complexity 

• coordination of several organizational units (Research, Planning, 

Finance, Risk Management) is required

• scenarios generation

• several problems in terms of information flows and analysis 

consistency, mostly when a capital-planning-under-stress 

perspective is considered 

• vertical risk measurement systems are not suitable for an interactive

“what if” approach

• the process could be very time expensive and cumbersome

• few interactions with senior management

ICAAP | … and practical issues
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Prometeia’s approach has been inspired by several works on risk integration and stress 

testing based on a full simulation model of the bank’s economics. Among others:

 Drehmann, M., Sorensen, S., and  Stringa, M. (2010), “The integrated impact of credit and 

interest rate risk on banks: A dynamic framework and stress testing application”,  Journal of 

Banking & Finance, 34, 735–751

 Alessandri P., Drehmann M. (2009), “An Economic Capital Model Integrating Credit and 

Interest Rate Risk in the Banking Book”,  ECB working papers, 1041

 Bellini, T. (2013), “Integrated bank risk modeling: A bottom-up statistical framework”, European 

Journal of Operational Research, 230, 385-398

 Gray, D.F., Gross, M., Paredes. J. and Sydow, M. (2013), “Modelling the joint dynamics of 

banking, sovereign, macro, and corporate risk using contingent claims analysis (CCA) in a 

multi-country global VAR” , IMF Working Paper, forthcoming

 Pesaran, M., Schuermann, T., and Weiner, S. (2004), “Modeling regional interdependencies

using a global error-correcting macro-econometric model“, Journal of Business and Economic 

Statistics, 22, 129-162

Risk Integration 
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A ‘standard’ capital adequacy framework can be represented with these building blocks

 How to identify stress 

macroeconomic 

scenarios?

 How to define their 

plausibility and severity?

 How to identify the main risk factors and 

theirs interdependencies? 

 How to calibrate the relations linking 

macroeconomic factors to specific risk 

factors?

 How to assess the impacts on 

the Bank’s relevant variables?

 Which variables must be under 

control?

macroeconomic 

scenarios

credit risk

interest rate risk

market risk

operational risk

impact on EC

Impact on Capital 

requirements (Pillar 

1 & Pillar 2 risks )

impact on 

profitabilityidiosyncratic shocks

macroeconomic scenario 

definition
scenario for specific risk factors impact models

business risk

…

Economic 

Capital

Regulatory 

Capital

Balance Sheet  

P&L

Risk Integration | Capital adequacy framework 
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Risk Integration | Prometeia’s approach 

Monte Carlo simulation of stochastic scenarios

macroeconomic 

scenario

impact on 

balance sheet / P&L

international

macroeconomic 

model

credit risk model

interest rate risk model

market risk model

operational risk
idiosyncratic shocks

business risk model

…

Balance Sheet

and

P&L model

Regulatory Capital

scenario for specific 

risk factors

Proxies

definition

time
variables

scenarios

PILLAR 1 risk models

CFO models (ALM & TP)
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Economic  Capital

scenarios selection by 

severity and plausibility

ranking

stress
scenarios

Risk Integration | Prometeia’s approach 

PILLAR 1

Losses
distributions

Risk models

Credit Risk

Market Risk

Operational 
Risk

…

Credit Risk

Market Risk

Operational 
Risk

…

Aggregation metrics

Aggregated  Losses

aggregation of specific risk

losses distributions via 

copula
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• Measure the EC in an integrated risk framework comparing different

metrics and definitions (Earnings at Risk, Market Value of Equity, Merton

model of Equity, Regulatory Capital, ROE and RAR)

• Measure the contribution to total EC of a specific business line/portfolio

or of a specific risk factor

• Implement regulator’s stress test scenarios and evaluate their plausibility

and severity

• Define bank’s custom stress scenarios based on a reverse stress test

methodology

• Calibrate a ‘correlation’ metrics to aggregate in a consistent and

documentable way the capital measures produced by the Pillar 1

systems

Risk Integration | Prometeia’s approach 
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Risk integration | how to manage this complexity?

In an integrated risk model 

macro economic variables, risk 

factors and bank’s balance 

sheet and P&L statements are 

linked by a system of 

mathematical (and stochastic) 

equations.

This chart is the graph 

representation of the integrated 

risk model for a medium 

commercial bank that will be 

used in this case study: each 

node is a variable and the edges 

are the links among model 

variables. 

To manage this complexity in a 

friendly way it’s necessary to 

rely on an appropriate tool … 
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… a tool that allow us 

o to run simulations of 

• financial and econometrics multivariate models 

characterized by non-linear dynamic equations, non-

gaussian stochastic processes , regime switching, 

etc.

• portfolios of  financial assets: cash flows, NPV, 

float rates repricing, options, default events, etc.

• business and investment strategies

• balance sheet and P&L model

• Basel I & II : RWAs, liquidity, regulatory capital

o to easily integrate experts or management views on 

the expected scenarios distribution

o to run large Monte Carlo experiments in an efficient 

way  

Risk integration | what technology we need
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friendly

• a flexible and user-friendly environment to set up stochastic models and 

simulations

• easy integration of credit and financial portfolio analysis within balance sheets and 

P&L models

partecipative

• create an environment where it is possible to share, use, link and customize 

different models developed and managed by different users

• organize and enhance the quality of information flows between different business 

and organizational units

• extend to non-specialists the expertise in macroeconomic, financial and sectorial 

quantitative analysis and modeling in a richer and more efficient way 

auditable

• keep under control models parameterization, input data, simulations assumptions 

in a fully auditable environment

scalable

• easy to extend to multiple users with no impact on IT facilities

• easy to scale the computational power: you pay what you use

Risk integration | what technology we need
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A commercial bank case

Interbank liabilities 

Deposits and CDs:

• Demands 

deposits

• Time deposits, 

REPOs

• CDs

Bonds (wholesale 

market)

Other liabilities

Equity

Assets
Liabilities and 

Equity

100%

Interbank assets and 

reserves

(net) Customer Loans:

• corporate loans

• retail loans

• real estate loans

Securityies

Othes assets

€ 10 000 mln € 10 000 mln

74%

14%

40%

69%

33%

27%

100%

42%

52%

7%

4%

Interest risk

indicators:

Loans / Deposits and CDs

ratio: 93%

yield on assets: 3.8%

cost of funding: 1.3%

NII / Assets = 2.7%

Assets Duration: 4.7 y

Liabilities Duration: 2.5y

Duration Gap: 2.7y

Credit risk indicators:

NPL / Gross Loans = 5.2%

Coverage ratio = 55.5%

avg PD on loans: 2.4% 

Cost of risk = 1.3% per year

€ 1150 mln  

Concentration

risk :

9% of the borrowers

accounts for the 40% 

of total loans
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Models overview

macro economic risk factors BS & P&L

Credit risk

 Retail, Corporate and Real Estate default 

probability model

Interest rate and market risk

 Term structure models

 Risk free (Germany sovereign)

 Sovereign Spread

 Banks CDS (Investment & speculative)

 Corporate CDS

 Equity

Concentration risk

 Copula model to capture the default correlation 

effect among sectors / clusters

Business risk 

 Mark-up & mark-down model

 Asset & Liability growth rates

GVAR model
International macroeconomic 

model

IBRAM
Italian banking sector model

Loans

 Credit Risk Plus approach

 RE stochastic recovery rate

 Loans Credit Spread Curves

Pricing

 Weighted Funding Curve

 Building blocks : funding, credit and 

business

Demand deposits

 Core and volatile

 ‘mille feuilles’ model

Loss function

 Market Value of Equity

 EaR
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2013 Model | 29 economies

United  States  

of America

Euro Area +

11 EU countries

United  

Kingdom

Japan

China

Russia

East Europe : Poland, 

Czech R., Hungary, 

Slovenia, Croatia, Romania

Latin America: 

Mexico, Argentina, 

Brazil
Asia : India, (Korea, 

Hong Kong, Taiwan,

Singapore, 

Malaysia, Indonesia)

Turkey

Endogenous (output)

variables

Exogenous (input)

variables

 Oil price

 Policy  Interest

Rate

 Real GDP

 CPI

 Exchange Rate

 Short term 

interest rate

 Fiscal Policy

 Public 

expenditure

 Deficit 

constraints

 Long term 

interest rate

 Debt/GDP ratio

 Unemployment

 Wages

For Euro Area monetary model

+ 11 EU countries real economy + public debt

 GVAR is a large macroeconomic model of the world economy which models the inter-linkages 

using trade-weighted observable macroeconomic aggregates and financial variables.

GVAR macroeconomic model
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Banking model

A
s
s
e

ts

Total performing loans
• short-term loans

• medium/long-term loans

• new issues

Portfolio

L
ia

b
ili

ti
e

s

Deposits

Bonds

In
te

re
s
t

ra
te

s

Bond rate
• rate on new issues

Portfolio average rate

Fees and commissions income

C
o

s
ts Staff costs

Other administrative costs

Macro model

It
a

ly

Inflation

Real GDP

Financial Model

It
a

ly
E

U
R

O

Monetary rates

• SWAP 1,3,5,10 

Y

Sovereign rates

• 1,3,5,10 anni

Equity Index 
EUROXX 50

Deposit rates
• Interbank rate

• Mark down

Loan rates
• Short-term rate

• Rate on outstanding loans

• Funding + Markup

• Medium/long term

• Rate on outstanding loans

• Rate on new issues

• Funding + MarkupDefault rate 

model

It
a

ly market default rate

Banking Model (IBRAM)

The banking model (IBRAM) aims at 

providing a stylized representation of the 

main components of the balance sheet and 

the profit and loss account within the ‘system 

balance’.

The model is mainly used to assess business 

risk, since it provides:

• Loan volumes of different maturities and 

new issues

• Deposit volumes

• Loan and deposit rates, distinguishing 

funding and markup components

• Fee and commission income

• Costs

Thus, the model provides an estimate of 

gross operating profit through its 

components: customer profit, interest profit, 

fee and commission income and costs.  
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Risk factors models 

GVAR

ITALY

• Real GDP

• Inflation

• LT soverein interest rate

EU

• Short term Interest rates

• Output gap

• €/$ exch. rate

GERMANY

• LT soverein interest rate

USA

• Short term Interest rates

• Real GDP

ITALY

• Real GDP

• Inflation

• LT soverein interest rate

EU

• Short term Interest rates

ITALY

• Output GAP

• LT soverein interest rate

EU

• Short term Interest rates

IBRAM

Italy Bank’s CDS

Germany sovereign

Italy sovereign

USA Equity Index

EM Equity Index 

Other EM Bank’s CDS

Other EU sovereign

Italy Real Estate

EM Corporate

CAPITAL MARKET MODEL

DEFAULT PROBABILITY MODEL

Corporate

Retail

Real Estate

• Total Loans

• Demand and Time deposits

• Bonds

• Markup/Markdown
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Government curves

 a CIR model was calibrated for the IR curve of Germany, USA and UK

 the spread of government bonds of Italy, Spain and France vs. Germany was

simulated using a second (additive) CIR process

Capital market model | goverment issuers
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Bank CDS curves

 a CIR model was calibrated for the credit spread curve of the banks of each

country (Germany, USA, UK, France)

 Banks belonging to Italy and Spain were separeted into the two groups: 

investment grade (A) and speculative grade (B)

Capital market model | bank issuers credit spread curves
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 Individual banks credit spreads have been clustered in two groups: investment

and speculative grade

 For each group a PCA has been performed, showing that the first component

explains more than 98% of the term structures total variance

Capital market model | linking Italian bank’s CDS to sovereign spread
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OLS Regression Results                            

=======================================================================

Dep. Variable:                AVER_PC   R-squared:            0.991

Model:                            OLS   Adj. R-squared:       0.990

Method:                 Least Squares   F-statistic:          1428.

Date:                Mon, 13 May 2013   Prob (F-statistic):   2.62e-27

Time:                        21:30:40   Log-Likelihood:       146.78

No. Observations:                  29   AIC:                 -287.6

Df Residuals:                      26   BIC:                 -283.5

Df Model:                           2                                         

=======================================================================

coef std err          t      P>|t|      

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

EURIBOR_3M        0.0519      0.024      2.130      0.043         

IT_SOV_SPRD       1.2142      0.028     43.383      0.000

const -0.0025      0.001     -2.790      0.010        

=======================================================================

Omnibus:                        0.089   Durbin-Watson:        1.703

Prob(Omnibus):                  0.956   Jarque-Bera (JB):     0.309

Skew:                           0.024   Prob(JB):             0.857

Kurtosis:                       2.496   Cond. No.           111.

=======================================================================

 to account for these correlations in the simulation process, an econometric model for bank

CDS 10Y spread has been estimated as a linear relation with short term interest rate and

long term government credit spread (whose forecast paths are provided by the GVAR

model)

 The evolution of CIR models for bank credit spread is path by path linked to the estimated

long term target 10Y bank credit spread

Capital market model | linking Italian bank’s CDS to sovereign spread
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 models for default probability of SME, households and real estate sector have been estimated using Bank

of Italy data from 2000 to 2013

 an error correction model (ECM) type has been used

 to model a credit spread curve, a CIR model has been calibrated to the ECM adjustment model with a

constant equilibrium parameter representing a «through the cycle» probability of default, estimated as the

sample average of the observed PDs over the last 20 years

 in the simulation process, the 3 month node of CIR spread curve is linked to the PDs generated by the

ECM model and the other maturities are obtained by solving the CIR with respect to the instataneous rate

implied by the 3 month node.

 𝑃𝐷𝑠,𝑡 = 𝑓 𝐼𝑇𝐴_𝐺𝐴𝑃𝑡 , 𝐸𝑈𝑅𝐼𝐵𝑂𝑅𝑡 , 𝐼𝑇𝐴_𝑆𝑂𝑉𝑡

𝑃𝐷𝑠,𝑡 = 𝑃𝐷𝑠,𝑡−1 + 𝑘 ∙ 𝑃𝐷𝑠,𝑡−1 −  𝑃𝐷𝑠,𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡

𝑟𝑡 = 𝑟𝑡−1 +  𝑘 ∙  𝜃 − 𝑟𝑡−1

 𝑟𝑡 = 𝐶𝐼𝑅𝑌
−1 𝑃𝐷𝑠,𝑡 ,  𝑘,  𝜃,  𝜎, 𝑠

𝑃𝐷𝜏,𝑡 = 𝐶𝐼𝑅𝑌  𝑟𝑡 ,  𝑘,  𝜃,  𝜎, 𝜏

Default probability model
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Balance Sheet & P&L | Liability models

New Business

Liability

Cash flows

Book Value

Accrued Interests

Fair NPV

Cost of Funding

Risk Free

Bank’s CDS

Markdown

Businness strategy

market share

product mixIBRAM

GVAR

Demand deposits have been modeled splitting it in 

volatile and core deposits; core deposits financial 

structure has been represented with a ‘mille feuilles’ 

model.

Capital 

market

Germany

• Sovereign TS

Italy

• Banking CDS

• Sovereign TS

markdown dynamics

Time and Demand

Deposits, CDs and 

Bond system’s

growth rate 
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Losses

Non Performing Loans

New Business

Performing Loans

Cash flows

Book Value

Accrued Interests

Fair NPV

Balance Sheet & P&L | Loans model

Default 

Probability

Model

Credit Risk

Pricing

Cost of Funding

Credit Spread

Markup

Default model
(Credit RisK Plus)

Businness strategy

Loss model

market share

products mix

IBRAM

GVAR

Markup dynamics

Loans system’s

growth rate 
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MarketAssets&Liabilities Risk Factors

Security A

Default Events

Correlations

IssuersCluster 1

Risk Free

Liquidity Spread

Credit Spread

Pricing Model

Pricing Model …

Security …

Pricing Model…
Investment

Portfolio

Investment 1

Investment …

Portfolio 1

Issuer …

IssuersCluster …

PD

• TTC

• PIT

Beta

Issuer 1

Portfolio …

Balance Sheet & P&L | Securities portfolio model
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Bank model inputs

summary data

Input data requirements

Risk management 

systems

Credit Risk

Market Risk

ALM

Regulatory reports

Accounting / 

planning

Performing Loans:

• Market segment clusters

• Averages EAD 

• PDs and LGDs

Banking book statements:

• Assets & liabilities

• Outstanding debt by maturity

• Fixed/floating rates mix

• Average interest rates and spreads

Summary data on financial assets

(HFT,AFS, HTM)  and trading 

derivatives: 

• Issuers

• Outstanding debt and interest rates

• Interest rate types

Non performing loans:

• Ageing NPL and provisioning

• Recovery term structure

• Real estate guarantees

Budget targets:

• Assets

• Deposits and CDs

• Bonds 

• Financial Assets

Summary data on

• Regulatory capital

• RWA

• Operational Costs

• Others
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Macro scenarios | Italian GDP and sovereign spread

EBA baseline EBA adverse

ITA GDP growth ITA 10Y sovereign spread
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Macro scenarios | 10Y German Bund and 3M Euribor

10Y German Bund 3M Euribor

EBA baseline EBA adverse
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Macro scenarios | Italian home price inflation

ITA home price inflation

EBA baseline EBA adverse
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Satellite models | Probability of Default

PD Corporate PD Retail PD Real Estate

EBA baseline consistent EBA adverse consistent
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Satellite models | Loss Given Default

LGD Corporate LGD Retail LGD Real Estate

EBA baseline consistent EBA adverse consistent
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Satellite models | Italian bank CDS spreads

EBA baseline consistent EBA adverse consistent

5Y bank CDS spread (IG) 10Y bank CDS spread (IG)
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Economic capital and stress testing simulations

Measuring the Economic Capital and Earnings at Risk

 a Monte Carlo simulation has been performed to analyze the probability

distributions of three different capital measures

• MEC (Merton Economic Capital) defined as NPV (Assets) –

BookValue(Liabilities) EC_M

• Market Value of Equity (MVE) defined as the NPV(Assets) – NPV(Liabilites)

• Regulatory capital defined as the 8% of RWA

Reverse stress

 taking as loss function the MEC we define severe stress scenarios for the

macro and satellite variables

Correlation stress

 we measure the impact on RWAs of an increase of the correlations between

the innovations process of the GDP and the innovations process of the

probability of defaults
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Measuring the EC | NPV(Assets) – Liabilities

Mean EBA adverse

0.1 % EBA adverse
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Measuring the EC | NPV(Assets) – Liabilities

Mean EBA baseline Mean EBA adverse

0.1 % EBA adverse0.1% EBA baseline
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Measuring the EC | NPV(Assets) – Liabilities  

2016Q4

1160

1195

PDF on EBA baseline PDF on EBA adverse

0.1%
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Measuring the EC | Economic Capital 2014 

Tier 1 + 2 :: 1133

Tier 1 :: 725
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Measuring the EC | Economic Capital 2016 

Tier 1 + 2 :: 1151

Tier 1 :: 731
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Measuring the EC | risks contributions

NPV(Assets) – Liabilities Economic

Capital

Expected Value Tail Value (0.1%)

2016 Baseline 653 -542 1195

Switched off risk factors

Concentration Risk 714 (9%) -255 969 (-23%)

Credit Spreads + Funding + Risk Free 649 (-%) -478 1127 (-6%)
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Measuring the EC | ROE

PDF on EBA baseline EBA adverse

Quarterly ROE (average 2016)Quarterly ROE
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Measuring the EC | Tier 1 / RWA

Mean EBA baseline Mean EBA adverse

0.1% EBA baseline 0.1% EBA adverse

4% threshold8% threshold

Tier 1 / RWA ratio
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Measuring the EC | Tier 1 / RWA

Mean EBA baseline Mean EBA adverse

0.1% EBA baseline 0.1% EBA adverse

4% threshold8% threshold

Tier 1 / RWA ratio
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Economic capital and stress testing simulations

Measuring the Economic Capital and Earnings at Risk

 A Monte Carlo simulation has been performed to analyze the probability

distributions of three different capital measures

• MEC (Merton Economic Capital) defined as NPV (Assets) –

BookValue(Liabilities) EC_M

• Market Value of Equity (MVE) defined as the NPV(Assets) – NPV(Liabilites)

• Regulatory capital defined as the 8% of RWA

Reverse stress

 taking as loss function the MEC we define severe stress scenarios for the

macro and satellite variables

Correlation stress

 we measure the impact on RWAs of an increase of the correlations between

the innovations process of the GDP and the innovations process of the

probability of defaults
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Reverse stress test | methodology

The reverse stress test consists in 

identifying how a key macro or 

satellte variable behaves in the 

scenarios that correspond to the 

worst critical percentage of a target 

variable, in this case the MEC.

NPV(assets) – Liabilities  2016Q4

1160

1195

0.1%
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Reverse stress test | Italian GDP and sovereign 

spread

ITA GDP growth ITA 10Y sovereign spread

* Target variable for reverse stress 1: Common equity / RWA

EBA baseline EBA adverse Reverse stress 1* Reverse stress 2**

** Target variable for reverse stress 2: Mkt value of assets – Book value of liabilities
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Reverse stress test | 10Y German Bund and 3M 

Euribor

10Y German Bund 3M Euribor

* Target variable for reverse stress 1: Common equity / RWA

EBA baseline EBA adverse Reverse stress 1* Reverse stress 2**

** Target variable for reverse stress 2: Mkt value of assets – Book value of liabilities
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Reverse stress test | Italian home price inflation

ITA home price inflation

* Target variable for reverse stress 1: Common equity / RWA

EBA baseline EBA adverse Reverse stress 1* Reverse stress 2**

** Target variable for reverse stress 2: Mkt value of assets – Book value of liabilities
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Reverse stress test | Loss Given Default

LGD Corporate LGD Retail LGD Real Estate

* Target variable for reverse stress: Common equity / RWA

EBA baseline cons. EBA adverse cons. Reverse stress*
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Reverse stress test | Italian bank CDS spread

EBA baseline EBA adverse

5Y bank CDS spread (IG)

* Target variable for reverse stress: Common equity / RWA

10Y bank CDS spread (IG)
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Economic capital and stress testing simulations

Measuring the Economic Capital and Earnings at Risk

A Monte Carlo simulation has  been performed to analyze the probability 

distributions of three different capital  measures
MEC (Merton Economic Capital) defined as NPV (Assets) – BookValue(Liabilities) 

EC_M

Market Value of Equity (MVE) defined as the NPV(Assets) – NPV(Liabilites)

Regulatory capital defined as the 8% of RWA

Reverse stress

taking as loss function the MEC we define severe stress scenarios for the 

macro and satellite variables

Correlation stress

we measure the impact on RWAs of an increase of the correlations between

the innovations process of the GDP and the innovations process of the 

probability of defaults
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Correlation stress | Impact on capital requirements

RWA * 8% (2016q4)RWA * 4% (2016q4)

Impact on capital requirements of an increase of the correlation 

coefficients between PD innovations and GDP innovations from 0.5 to 1.

Correlation = 0.5 Correlation = 1
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Agenda 1 | Prometeia short presentation

2 | ICAA Process and Economic Capital

3 | Risks integration modeling

4 | Case study

• models

• macro and satellite scenarios

• economic capital and stress testing

simulations

5 | Conclusions
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Conclusions

Risk integration by simulation offers many of the features that a ICCAP process 

requires and that are poorly satisfied by the actual practices

 Bottom-up approach with  a flexible “level” of aggregation and of modeling 

methodology

 Forward looking analysis that integrates macroeconomics and financial 

risk factors with the banks economics

 A coherent stochastic framework for the integrated analysis of : 

• defaults and losses 

• assets and liabilities full fair value

• balance sheet and  P&L

• regulatory and economic capital 

 Stress testing and reverse stress testing
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